FROM PUEBLO TO POSTMATES
FOOD AND CLASS IN LOS ANGELES

MAY 18 - JUNE 19

What can a taco tell us about gentrification? Is public transportation making access to food easier? Will Los Angeles ethically grow into its current vogue, or instead race to cash in? Join Professor Michael Petitti as we explore these issues and more in a comprehensive study of Los Angeles and its renowned food scene. During our Maymester, students will engage with a wide range of media, visit a number of neighborhoods and iconic food establishments, and converse with an assortment of guest speakers. Through discussions, readings, field trips, research, and in-class and on-site speakers—including chefs, food critics, historians, activists, and food entrepreneurs—students will come to better understand the issues inherent to every restaurant, neighborhood, and, most importantly, to the city of Los Angeles.

INFO SESSIONS:
Learn more about the course and how to apply. Refreshments provided.

- Oct. 25 | 2:00pm | AHF 410
- Nov. 4 | 6:00pm | THH 208